
PRISONS AND JAILS ESSAY

Free Essay: Prisons and jails are both referred to as incarcerations. A prison is where people get physically confined
and lack personal freedom, and also.

This being a hard choice to narrow these four topics down to one I have decided to discuss Chapter 6 Jails and
Prisons. The riot created an incredibly immense shift and change not only in the conditions of prisons, but also
in the security we feel as American citizens both in our penal system and American government. There are
roughly two and half million Americans behind bars today. The United States uses a more punitive tactic
when rehabilitating criminals while Norway uses a more relaxed method. Some of these causes are the
increase rate of previous criminals returning after being released, more criminal offenses are being â€¦show
more contentâ€¦ For instance, conflict builds and they start competing for limited resources because there
might be a chance they might get denied access to a program that only offers a certain amount of open space. I
was completely shocked by the way that Denmark runs their prison system. These are many of the questions
that are brought up when discussing for profit prison systems. I saw more cons than pros. The inmates have
dormitories or cubicle housing. Satellite camps include small facilities, which may be next or adjacent to large
prisons. One of them grabbed a knife and stabbed the other one. One of the main reasons is the violence, and
this violence occurs in every prison around the world. Cavadino, M. There is no wonder why the
overcrowding of prisons is being discussed everywhere. One man made it through his entire jail sentence by
committing himself to exercising every day and was released and kept his exact exercise routine They went
against the laws and thus should have to pay for their crimes committed. Whether private prisons actually cut
costs or not has been one of the biggest talking points in the for-profit corrections controversy Prisons and jails
are examples of correctional facilities that help keep the criminal justice system running smoothly and
efficiently. Violent crimes in prison can cause an inmate to be transfer to higher-security prison. Some
prisoners have shown to have psychological problems because of the conditions they experienced in prisons.
We are would give going to allow prisoners have access to federal funds for grants to a college education?!
Response: American prison system incarceration was not officially used as the main form of punishment in
United States U. The prison system in modern US history has faced many downfalls due to prison
overcrowding. The majority of the incarcerated is due to violent crimes. Perhaps one of the most important,
being that it could jeopardize our existence, is the debate of how to deal with what most everyone would
consider unwanted. Body: 1. PICs have used their bloated population of inmates to their advantage, exploiting
them in the form of prison labor.


